We review and discuss insights on ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities that can play a role in destabilizing solar coronal flux rope structures. For single flux ropes, failed or actual eruptions may result from internal or external kink evolutions, or from torus unstable configurations. We highlight recent findings from 3D magnetic field reconstructions and simulations where kink and torus instabilities play a prominent role.
Abstract We review and discuss insights on ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities that can play a role in destabilizing solar coronal flux rope structures. For single flux ropes, failed or actual eruptions may result from internal or external kink evolutions, or from torus unstable configurations. We highlight recent findings from 3D magnetic field reconstructions and simulations where kink and torus instabilities play a prominent role.
For interacting current systems, we critically discuss different routes to coronal dynamics and global eruptions, due to current channel coalescence or to tilt-kink scenarios. These scenarios involve the presence of two nearby current channels and are clearly distinct from the popular kink or torus instability. Since the solar corona is pervaded with myriads of magnetic loops -creating interacting flux ropes typified by parallel or antiparallel current channels as exemplified in various recent observational studies -coalescence or tilt-kink evolutions must be very common for destabilizing adjacent flux rope systems. Since they also evolve on ideal MHD timescales, they may well drive many sympathetic eruptions witnessed in the solar corona. Moreover, they necessarily lead to thin current sheets that are liable to reconnection. We review findings from 2D and 3D MHD simulations for tilt and coalescence evolutions, as well as on particle acceleration aspects derived from computed charged particle motions in tilt-kink disruptions and coalescing flux ropes. The latter were recently studied in two-way coupled kinetic-fluid models, where the complete phase-space information of reconnection is incorporated.
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In what is currently referred to as 'standard solar flare model', magnetic reconnection underneath an erupting flux rope plays a central role. This standard model has a long history, with early contributions by [10, 73, 29, 40] (hence, CSHKP), and a historic overview can be found in the review by [70] . Figure 1, taken from [55] (left panel) and [88, 89] (right panel), contrasts an early cartoon view with a modern simulation result of the eruption process. The cartoon identifies various observationally established features, such as the prominence matter co-erupting with the magnetic flux rope that supports it, or the formation of post-flare loops underneath the reconnection site. Post-flare loops are filled with hot evaporated material, emitting thermally in Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV) and soft X-rays. The simulated view at the right shows a temperature view on a virtual eruption, while the zoomed inset gives synthetic EUV emission from the low-lying post-flare loops, but also from dynamics in the reconnection layer. This inset shows chaotic island formation within the current sheet, accompanied by the dynamic appearance of multiple X-points, each in turn locally demonstrating the typical Petschek-type standing slow shock structures [61] . To simulate this properly, extreme (adaptive) numerical resolution was adopted: the minimal cell size corresponds to about 24 km, rivaling current and forthcoming 1 observational limits. Especially new in this simulation [88, 89] is the self-consistent formation of an embedded prominence within the erupting flux rope, by scooping up chromospheric material: an initial arcade field got deformed by converging foot point motions into the typical solar flare model setup. Prominences that form in this way are thus directly levitated from chromospheric layers. Prominence formation by levitation is just one of several routes now known to lead to flux-rope embedded filaments. A lot of work has been done on prominences, both theoretically and through [55] , contrasted with an MHD simulation (right) in a realistically stratified solar atmosphere, from [88, 89] . The right panel inset zooms in on the current sheet dynamics, as seen in EUV emission. An erupting flux rope, with embedded prominence matter, shows reconnection and post-flare loops underneath.
observations, and this can be found in various reviews [20, 60] . In this review, we will rather focus on MHD stability aspects of magnetic flux ropes.
Although Fig. 1 shows a 2D view on flux rope formation, the same process works equally in true 3D settings. How controlled (in particular, converging) foot point motions deform arcades to stable, 3D flux rope structures with overlying arcade fields was first demonstrated using unstratified, essentially zero-β (where β quantifies the ratio of thermal to magnetic pressure) models [2] that follow a series of force-free configurations. More recently, this was accomplished in an isothermal, stratified magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation [85] where pressure and gravity both play a role. In the present review, special attention will be paid to aspects that require finite plasma β effects. The latter is obviously needed to address solar filament aspects, which can also form in-situ by condensing evaporated, trapped plasma within the flux rope, to settle against gravity on dipped field line portions [84, 83] . The incorporation of gravity leads to roughly elliptic cross-sectional flux contours, much akin to the 2D views presented in Fig. 1 . Hence, from a theoretical perspective, flux rope structures are a natural outcome when magnetic arcades reshuffle by convective motions. The twist within the rope relates to the current distribution, and magnetic flux ropes represent current-carrying field concentrations. In this review, we will primarily focus attention to ideal MHD mechanisms invoked for explaining solar eruptions, involving a single or multiple flux ropes. This leaves out models where reconnection is a primary means to drive coronal mass ejections, such as associated with the breakout model [3] , or tether-cutting de-scriptions [58] , while we will also not discuss coronal mass ejections (CMEs) initiation driven by means of, e.g., flux cancellation or emergence mechanisms. A complementary review on observational aspects of CMEs and the various triggering mechanisms that have been proposed, can be found in the paper by [12] .
Flux rope stability: the usual suspects
Whether current-carrying flux ropes (and their embedded filaments) ultimately erupt as coronal mass ejections is entirely dictated by stability considerations. For low-β solar coronal conditions, the single-fluid MHD viewpoint is perfectly adequate, although filaments themselves represent partially ionized structures. As in man-made low-β conditions in laboratory fusion devices, ideal MHD disruptions are the most violent ones, and mitigating their role has been a major achievement towards controlled nuclear fusion [21] . Virtually all know-how on the delicate interplay between equilibrium and linear stability considerations has matured in laboratory context, and has gradually been transferred and adapted to solar coronal setups. We will first recall findings on both kink and torus instabilities, which we will from hereon refer to as 'the usual suspects'.
Internal and external kinks for diffuse plasma columns
In cylindrical models of flux rope structures, the twist can be quantified by the radial variation of the safety factor q(r) = rB z (r)/R 0 B θ (r), where 2πR 0 denotes the flux tube length, and a its radius. Together, they define the inverse aspect ratio = a/R 0 , which links the cylinder to a slender 'straight' tokamak when 1. The Kruskal-Shafranov limit, then expressed as q(a) > 1, implies that a stabilizing axial field B z , in combination with the finite length, can avoid the otherwise runaway process of an external kink instability [41, 68] . The external kink is in its purest form for a z-pinch configuration where a constant axial current I z coincides with the plasma region r ≤ a, surrounded by a vacuum-wall setup. The kink is associated with a poloidal mode number m = 1 in the exp(imθ + ikz) Fourier decomposition for linear perturbations, and this mode displaces the central axis helically. The external nature of the mode relates to the fact that the surrounding vacuum magnetic field variation is also perturbed in the process.
Internal kinks are associated with the existence of singular radial positions, where q(r s ) = 1 for an 0 < r s < a. In a torus-shaped low-β tokamak, ensuring q(0) > 1 while q(a) > 1 guarantees stability to both external and internal kink modes. For cylindrical (1D) diffuse linear plasma columns, the theory of MHD stability is well established and can be found in textbook descriptions [22, 21] . Details of the internal magnetic field variation determine many analytic stability results, while the pressure variation also appears in the established Suydam criterion for interchange/fluting modes [75] . The latter are connected to clustering sequences of discrete modes towards the edges of the MHD continua (frequency ranges ω(r) of slow and Alfvén frequencies), which extend to marginal frequency ω 2 = 0 when mB θ /r + kB z vanishes internal to the plasma column. These locations are then rational-valued q surfaces, where the field lines close upon themselves after a finite number of poloidal and toroidal (axial) turns.
Coronal flux ropes are also well-known to deviate from uniformly twisted configurations, but the detailed variation of q(r) is hard to quantify precisely from observations. [46] reported on nonlinear force-free field (NLFFF) models for a sequence of flares in AR 11817, identifying a fieldline specific twist number T w ≡ L ∇ × B · B/(4πB 2 ) dl, which is readily integrated along each individual field line and relates well to the actual twist profile about its axis. [82] identified how a complete flux rope structure was formed during eruption, typified by a varying-twist profile. Further out in the heliosphere, the magnetic topology of interplanetary (magnetic cloud) flux ropes can be studied in detail, and [31] found many interplanetary CMEs that deviate from uniform twist, or linear force-free states.
Kink instability and line-tying
The kink instability in solar coronal flux ropes is actually modified from the infinite cylinder, or from the straight tokamak, configuration. The reason is the stabilizing effect of line-tying, as both foot points of any typical coronal loop anchor firmly in the dense solar photosphere. In [30] , it was shown analytically that a line-tied version of the cylinder setup is kink unstable only when the twist in the flux tube, related to the q-profile through Φ = 2π/q, exceeds a critical value. This critical twist value again depends on the equilibrium details, and a value of Φ c = 3.3π was found for the special case of a force-free, uniform twist equilibrium. This is indeed increased compared to the value 2π corresponding to the original Kruskal-Shafranov limit. Once more, the actual critical twist value turns out to be rather sensitive to equilibrium details, in particular to the q(r) variation, the plasma-beta β = 2µ 0 p/B 2 and the loop aspect ratio, i.e. the parameter. The analysis of [30] did not distinguish between the various types of kink modes mentioned earlier, as it considered a radially infinitely extended plasma column, i.e. a configuration where the 'wall' is moved off to infinity, and where there is no vacuum region surrounding the plasma. The analysis did incorporate pressure effects and used the energy principle to assert instability against m = 1 modes displacing the axis, for specific radial equilibrium configurations, i.e. pressure p(r) and magnetic field components B z (r) and B θ (r) ensuring force balance.
Torus instability
In [38] , the attention of the solar physics community was drawn to a different type of 'lateral kink' instability, the so-called torus instability [69, 6, 11] . This torus instability corresponds to the tendency of a toroidal ring current to expand uniformly due to its (Lorentz) hoop force, and is unavoidable when the external (poloidal) magnetic field variation -which normally opposes this expansion -decreases fast enough. The analysis in [38] used a large aspect ratio (hence 1) whole or partial current loop, neglected gravity, pressure and external toroidal (i.e. along the current loop) magnetic fields, and ignored all aspects of the internal variation of equilibrium quantities within its minor radius a. Using an external poloidal field variation as B ex (R) ∝ R −n for the region beyond the current loop R > R 0 , the critical decay index n cr turns out of order 3/2, making B ex (R) variations where n > n cr unstable to the torus expansion. It was argued convincingly how this criterion unifies findings applicable to spheromak type laboratory findings, as well as for line-tied solar coronal loops that erupt and lead to Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). The linetying is heuristically accounted for when considering only a partial loop section, and as soon as the loop shape is at least semicircular, line-tying is expected to enhance its expansion. For the CME relevant case, the decay index is to be quantified from the detailed variation with height of those field lines overlying a flux rope. In reality, such overlying, restraining field variation may not be purely poloidal, and for the solar corona one usually relies on photospheric magnetic field extrapolations to quantify its topology. In [14] , a clear link was found between the torus instability point-of-view, and a frequently invoked current-circuit inspired model, where a current channel of increasing intensity eventually loses equilibrium at a given height. This allowed one to link results for both circular shaped and straight current channels, and identified critical indices in the range [1.1,1.3] for current channels of observed or simulated thickness.
3 The usual suspects: observational and numerical confirmations
Kink instability
Perhaps the most striking evidence for kink instability underlying solar activity was provided by [78] , who analysed and reproduced both a confined eruption (i.e. failed CME) and a fast CME event. Using the analytical (partial) torus-shaped flux rope model from Titov-Démoulin [76] as initial condition for a zero-β (and no gravity) numerical MHD experiment, both the confined eruption case (see Fig. 2 ) and the ejective case were recovered in their overall morphological properties during the flux rope rise. Figure 2 contrasts a TRACE 195Å image with the simulated field topology when the failed eruption is at its peak: the helical deformation due to the kink onset is evident. Since then, many observational [46, 72, e.g.] and numerical findings [28, 1, e.g.] further corroborated the role of kink instabilities for initiating single flux rope eruptions. E.g., [72] used multi-wavelength observations to estimate an unusually large twist value Φ ≈ 12π in an active region coronal loop, giving rise to flaring as related to the then unavoidable kink evolution. The kink instability induces the formation of a helical current sheet wrapping around the flux rope. A further parametric study of the role of kink instability for a confined eruption in AR 9957 was presented in [28] , and showed how the reconnection between the helical current sheet and the overlying field may destroy the flux rope while rising. A second phase of reconnection between the original flux rope footpoints then leads to a reformation phase, potentially allowing homologous eruptions. Although the model from [28] exploits zerobeta conditions and can only identify (numerical) reconnection sites of interest for true flaring processes, they do relate well to observed sites of brightening at the boundary of erupting flux rope footpoints [82] or cross-sections [23] .
A major point to note from the theoretical stability considerations is that internal equilibrium variation and also pressure effects (i.e., finite-β) can significantly influence stability thresholds. To study the role of internal pressure variation on kink stability for single flux rope structures, a parametric survey was conducted by [57] where a modified Titov-Démoulin [76] configuration was adopted, such that one could vary pressure contributions, aspect ratios, and thereby modify the expected liability to either internal versus external kink disruptions. In 3D isothermal MHD simulations, the internal plasma pressure adds a tire tube force [19, chapter 4, page 77] (aiding the expansion already invoked in the torus instability, while the original analysis [38] exclusively resorts to the Lorentz hoop force), and a toroidal field component in the flux rope also adds curvature that leads to a downward force on the flux rope. One can construct magnetic flux ropes that use these opposing forces to achieve internal flux rope equilibrium, which thus have a specific plasma-β(r) and q(r) profile. Line-tying was enforced at the lower boundary, and scenarios evolving from external kink, or from combinations of internal and external kink instabilities were demonstrated. In the latter, mixed scenarios, reconnection sites are found both within and external to the flux rope system, and sigmoidal current structures appear naturally, without invoking flux emergence.
Switching from zero-β to finite-β conditions is not merely a technical issue, but in fact is a necessity to address the reconnection layer physics in more detail. Indeed, all zero-β models necessarily miss out on reconnection aspects related to slow mode shocks: the zero-β assumption eliminates all slow waves from consideration. Using an isothermal, modified Titov-Démoulin [76] model, whose twist ensures external kink instabilityà la Kruskal-Shafranov, the technique of adaptive mesh refinement was exploited by [56] to simulate the reconnection layer underneath the erupting flux rope in unprecedented detail. Figure 3 shows the structure of the current sheet at a representative instant, along with several 2D cross-sectional views on the current distribution. The finite-β conditions allow to capture the 3D generalization of the Petschek-type slow shock configurations [61] , as well as the island structures already shown in the 2D simulation from Fig. 1 . These islands now are seen to extend as finite length flux rope substructures within the current sheet, and arise from the tearing type instability that triggers chaotic island dynamics. The simulation relies purely on numerical resistivity (i.e. deviations from flux-freezing entirely due to discretization errors) to achieve reconnection, but could estimate that the adaptive grid roughly achieved an effective Lundquist number of 10 4 near the current sheet. This estimated Lundquist number quantifies resistivity through v A L/η num , where v A indicates the typical (e.g. footpoint) Alfvén speed and L the flux rope length. The numerical resistivity η num was taken from the obtained reconnection inflow speed and current sheet width. In general, the Lundquist number relates directly to the magnetic Reynolds number where R m = vL/η, where v is a characteristic speed, e.g. the sound speed.
Another aspect which requires at least finite-β MHD simulations, preferably with all relevant energetics included, is forward modeling: virtual observations mimicking specific instruments on modern facilities. Using a 3D resistive MHD simulation of a highly kink-unstable, line-tied cylindrical flux rope [9] , incorporating field-aligned thermal conduction (but no gravity), a serious attempt to synthesize intensity and Doppler maps for Hinode/EIS observations was performed [71] . The setup was inspired by the highly twisted coronal loop evolution mentioned earlier [72] , and the Doppler maps do reveal the velocity patterns induced by the kink development. Also the loop expansion in the radial direction, and an increase of the spectral line intensities near the loop edge, is consistent with the kink deformation. A representative intensity map for the Fe X spectral line (in three different integrated views along x, y and z respectively) is shown in Fig. 4 . The synthetic view on the simulation is also degraded to 1 arcsecond resolution, where obviously much fine-structure is no longer detectable (particularly true for localized reconnection events). Fig. 3 The current sheet details, obtained by a finite beta, isothermal MHD simulation from [56] , underneath the kink-unstable flux rope evolution. [94] : the purple flux rope only erupts much later, despite successive reconnections in its vicinity. This is consistent with a failure to exceed the torus instability treshold.
Torus instability
The torus instability criterion has also become a standard diagnostic tool to test whether simulated [16, e.g.] or observed [49, e.g.] eruptions follow from an overlying magnetic configuration that is too weak to withhold expansion. In fact, observational evidence [24] supports interpretations where kink instabilities merely act as initial driver of solar eruptions, whereby the difference between confined and eruptive scenarios ultimately comes from torus-unstable configurations: torus instability seems a requirement to explain actual eruptions [7, 81] . [81] quantified decay indices above polarity inversion lines in 60 flare events, and found that the critical height (where the index n goes above 1.5) is significantly higher for confined flares than for eruptive ones. A similar statistical significance was found when analyzing 44 class M5-and-above flares [7] . Meanwhile, actual eruptive events have also been linked conclusively with the torus instability criterion. In [94] , a detailed analysis of an X-class flaring region was performed (NOAA 12673 in September 2017). An X2.2 flare showed clear evidence for a two-step reconnection process with corresponding flare brightenings, one involving a null-point reconnection and the other due to a tether-cutting reconnection. A nonlinear force-free field extrapolation was performed to get quantitative insight into the overall active region field topology, thereby identifying an expanding magnetic flux rope (purple in Fig. 5 ). Despite the two-step reconnection occurring in its vicinity, the flux rope failed to erupt, and this was found to be consistent with the torus instability threshold: strapping flux prevented the eruption. Later on, the same active region showed an eruptive X9.3 flare, and then the instability threshold got exceeded.
As stated earlier, the critical stability threshold analysis can only be carried out for a highly simplified wire current setup [38] , where internal flux rope variations are ignored, and the threshold relates to the variation of the overlying magnetic field with height. This can be improved upon with zero- Fig. 6 Verifying the torus instability threshold, with zero-β simulations from [95] . The left case is stable, as the entire flux rope (with black field lines, the yellow field line indicating its axis) is below the critical index height, indicated with the purple cutting plane, while the right case leads to eruption.
β MHD models, where the current ring is replaced by a true flux rope with internal magnetic field variation. In [95] , this was done in a series of numerical experiments, which deformed initial potential fields to current-carrying, erupting flux ropes by shearing and converging motions on the bottom boundary. At all instants in the MHD evolution, one can identify the flux rope, once formed, and directly compute the local decay index of the overlying field variation. Figure 6 shows the field configuration for a stable (left) and unstable, i.e. erupting (right), realisation. The flux rope is shown together with a (purple) critical height surface, indicating the location where the critical decay index of 1.5 is reached. The left case does not erupt when the driving motions stop, which is consistent with the entire flux rope being below the critical height surface. The case at right partly did extend above the critical height surface and indeed erupts fully, even though the flux rope axis (yellow in Fig. 6) did not yet reach the critical height.
Another recent example in favour of torus instability was provided by a data-driven zero-β simulation in [26] . There, the MHD evolution of active region 11123 from November 2010 was reproduced numerically, using both vector magnetic field HMI data and a derived vector velocity field in a spatiotemporally evolving bottom boundary. The model provided insight in the various phases of the flux rope eruption: a gradual rise resulting from magnetic reconfigurations in its vicinity preceded a changeover where the flux rope starts to rise at several tens of km/s. Analysing the instantaneous decay index above the rising flux rope, the changeover from slow to fast rise and ejection was found consistent with the critical index crossing.
As a final note on the torus instability, a recent laboratory experiment [59] revealed the role of ambient toroidal fields, which were ignored in the original analysis. It was found that such fields could prevent the flux rope eruption, and hence lead to 'failed torus' events, although the usual torus-instability criterion would be met. The orientation of the overlying field is also known to be important on theoretical grounds, as pointed out in [32] , where a Titov-Démoulin (TD) setup was investigated with respect to stability against linetied perturbations. A detailed force analysis showed that the flux rope can rotate during eruption, out of the original plane of the toroidal loop, associated with the details of the submerged line current used in the TD model. The details of both internal and external field variations, as well as flow and all thermodynamic conditions, are thus very important for deciding on the ultimate fate of confined versus eruptive CMEs, and the stability criteria that usually derive from idealized setups, must always be scrutinized. A recent observational counterpart to the laboratory finding on failed torus events was presented in [35] , where 38 flare events (stronger than M5) were categorized in the corresponding decay-index n versus twist number T w parameter space. The decay index relates to torus instability (quantifying the potential strapping field above flux ropes), while the twist number is kink relevant and derives from nonlinear force-free field extrapolations. The twist number could not differentiate eruptive from confined events, but the ejective cases consistently showed n 0.8. Another study by [91] investigated 16 failed filament eruptions in detail, and hinted that significant rotational motion seems correlated with failed eruptions, that would normally be judged as torus unstable. Hence, even our current understanding of single flux rope events, and what factors differentiate between failed and true CMEs, is still heavily researched. In what follows, we turn attention to the more complex scenarios involving multiple flux ropes.
Interacting current channels
All modern EUV or X-ray views on the active solar corona show that the theoretical isolated flux rope system is a poor representation of reality: myriads of loops coexist at the same time, and they likely correspond to multiple current-carrying flux ropes embedded within more potential field regions. In fact, whenever a tether-cutting reconnection scenario is invoked [58] , a reconnection below an existing flux rope takes place such that overlying fields that 'tether' it to the photosphere are cut and allow an escape. When drawing this in a 3D scenario, it typically reconfigures a quadrupolar field ⊕ 1 − 1 −⊕ 2 − 2 situation where two neighbouring flux ropes have their opposing polarity feet (i.e. 1 and ⊕ 2 ) near one another. The tether-cutting changes the original connectivity from ⊕ 1 ↔ 1 and ⊕ 2 ↔ 2 to ⊕ 1 ↔ 2 and 1 ↔ ⊕ 2 . In practice, this involves two nearby current-carrying flux ropes to interact and reconfigure. Such a scenario was e.g. invoked in the work by [94] , where tethercutting between the green and yellow flux systems underneath the (purple) flux rope was identified, as shown in Fig. 5 . The topological reasoning based on nonlinear force-free field extrapolations misses out on more dynamical MHD aspects, that have started to incorporate interacting current channel aspects. Such aspects are discussed next. Fig. 7 H-α views on an interacting filament system, from [42] . Of particular interest is the double filament system indicated by the yellow arrows: it is clearly seen how the filaments change their connectivity from the left to right panel, indicative of slingshot reconnection.
Slingshot reconnection
In [45] , a numerical investigation of colliding and reconnecting flux ropes was presented, where the type of interaction that resulted related to the angle between both rope axes, and whether they carried the same or opposite helicity (i.e. current orientation). Flux tubes that collided were either bouncing, merging, tunneling, or showed what was introduced as 'slingshot reconnection'. A set of identical force-free flux tubes were exploited in 3D compressible MHD simulations, chosen to be stable to current-driven kink modes. The tubes were forced to interact by imposing a converging stagnation point flow, and a triple periodic box setup ignored any effects of line-tying. If the flux tubes were nearly parallel, and had antiparallel currents, a bounce interaction resulted. For parallel flux tubes with parallel currents, a merging of the two tubes into a single widened flux tube was found. These findings are consistent with the fact that the bounce scenario brings locally parallel (azimuthal) magnetic field lines into contact, while the merge scenario meets up antiparallel (azimuthal) field, provoking reconnection. When two flux tubes meet up under an angle, with both their azimuthal and axial field being antiparallel, the field topology lends itself to even more pronounced reconnection, where the flux ropes can exchange their connectivity completely: a slingshot reconnection results. The 'slingshot' analogy is made since the tension force of the reconfigured flux systems is expected to expel the reconnected ropes away from the interaction zone.
A particularly interesting observation of two interacting filaments provided clear evidence for slingshot reconnection, as the filaments seen in H-α merged at their middle section, to disconnect in a seemingly changed topology afterwards [42] . Figure 7 shows the filament configuration before and after this reconnection. Numerical evidence for the slingshot scenario at work was pre-sented in [77] , using two adjacent (line-tied, kink-stable) Titov-Démoulin [76] flux ropes with antiparallel currents along their axes. The zero-β simulation employed various stages of (i) relaxation, (ii) diverging flows to weaken the flux systems between the two ropes, and (iii) a converging flow to bring the middle flux rope sections closer to each other. In the latter phase, the middle parts of both ropes reconnected in accord with the slingshot reconnection process, whereby the foot point connections of the two ropes were mutually exchanged. The simulation provided favourable evidence for the filament evolution, in the sense that the dipped field line regions in the MHD evolution behaved similar to the observed H-α reconfiguration. As several important (e.g. all thermodynamic and stratification) aspects were ignored, the details of reconnection could not be discussed, as they arose from numerical diffusion.
Further clues from interacting filaments
The slingshot reconnection identified observationally in [42] may well be a relatively rare event, since a follow-up simulation study [44] highlighted that this slingshot process is more complex when non-identical flux ropes interact. For tubes with unequal flux, the merge process between parallel current systems behaved similar to the idealized, identical flux setup. However, the slingshot scenario can lead to rather different reconnection behavior: the smaller flux tube may only interact with the outer shell of the larger flux tube. Observations in support of merging reconnection can be found in [34] , where two sinistral filaments merged into a single sinistral filament. Interacting, so-called double-decker filaments [47] , demonstrate intricate mass and flux transfer events, which may also happen between chromospheric fibrils and single prominences, as found observationally by [87] . Mass and magnetic flux transfer between overlying branches of a solar filament were found to induce equilibrium loss of the upper filament branch in [92] . Another double-decker filament configuration showed a clear coalescing of both filaments [93] , as the lower one erupted while the upper one descended. The various ways in which filament-filament interactions are observed to proceed seem to involve intriguing MHD aspects of interacting, separating and/or coalescing flux tubes with mass and flux transfer events, mitigated by (partial) reconnection.
Sympathetic eruptions
If adjacent flux ropes are far apart, eruption of one magnetic flux rope due to e.g. kink instability, can modify the overlying flux for neighbouring flux ropes found in streamer topologies. This then may drive a sympathetic eruption of the flux ropes within the streamer. Figure 8 shows snapshots of a zeroβ simulation [79] , which actually initializes 4 neighbouring flux ropes in an almost left-right symmetric setup. All four are stable to the kink and torus instabilities, but a controlled eruption due to torus instability is ignited on the Fig. 8 Sympathetic eruptions in multiple flux rope systems, from [79] . The bottom boundary quantifies the multipolar magnetic field, where initially four flux ropes are found with overlying field variations as indicated by the purple and green field lines. The leftmost flux rope is gradually brought to torus instability, and its eruption triggers sympathetic eruptions of the neighbouring flux ropes. leftmost flux rope by means of converging flows that expand the restraining overlying field. As this erupting flux rope interacts with the overlying field of both flux ropes within the streamer, these in turn become liable to the torus instability. This scenario has been invoked by [80] , where both a failed and a successful filament eruption occurred within a short interval, and where the observational indications for reconnection indicate a strengthening and weakening of the overlying field, respectively.
A new kid on the block: tilt and tilt-kink evolutions
Whenever interacting current systems are close enough, the analogy with parallel or antiparallel wire current systems instantly reminds us of Lorentz-force mediated interactions: parallel current wires attract, while antiparallel current wires repel. This basic physical fact seems largely ignored in current interpretations of coronal loop dynamics, but it is behind two MHD processes that are mirror images of each other: the coalescence of neighbouring magnetic islands or flux tubes when two currents run parallel [17] , and the tilt instability when the currents are opposing [18, 64] . In [64] , a rigorous analysis exploiting the energy principle confirmed that the tilt instability for adjacent antiparallel current islands operates on the ideal MHD timescale. This fact makes it an equally important macroscopic instability route, acting on the same Alfvénic timescale as the kink or torus instability discussed previously. Note in particular that the usual picture of two repelling currents does not fully apply: these would be expected to move directly away from each other, along the line connecting their centers of mass. Instead, the presence of walls (in the spheromak case) or a confining external magnetic field (as in the idealized setup from [64] ) instead yields motions perpendicular to the line connecting the current centers: the islands then separate and rotate, see Fig. 9 .
Observational evidence for the existence of nearby antiparallel current systems in the solar atmosphere is found in various works [74, 48, 5, e.g.] . In [74] , consecutive flare events in NOAA active region 12396 were investigated, with 3D magnetic topologies reconstructed by two complementary non-linear forcefree field methods. Loop systems with opposite helicity (i.e. antiparallel currents) were clearly identified in the complex evolution of this emerging active region. Furthermore, [48] investigated gradually swelling coronal arcades, eventually leading to CMEs, where opposite helicity injection seemed a key ingredient during an extended period of quasi-static, pre-eruptive conditions. More recently, by analysing composite filament motions in NOAA 12685, [5] deduced a double-decker magnetic hosting structure, with opposite helicity between a flux rope component and a sheared arcade. Such double-decker configurations have been reported first in [47] , where clearly superposed filament branches, seperated in height by 13 Mm, seemed consistent with either a double flux rope configuration, or a rope-arcade model. It was argued there that the eruption of this system is difficult to explain by invoking a helical kink instability, although it later did show a typical S-shape deformation. A zero-beta modeling effort [39] rather supported the interpretation based on altered stability properties between neighboring flux ropes with the same current direction, involving flux transfer. We speculate here that an alternative interpretation could well be based on a tilt-kink evolution, invoking anti-parallel currents, as discussed in idealized model settings in what follows.
In recent work, the idealised planar 2D tilt-unstable setup from [64] has gradually been extended to full 3D [37] , which is more relevant for actual coronal counterparts. The tilt instability is, similar to the kink and torus variants, a well-known phenomenon in laboratory plasma contexts: especially elongated spheromak fields are liable to tilt instability, where it represents a global rigid displacement of the plasma [33] . In such spheromak setups, where we have an essentially axisymmetric configuration, a cross-sectional view containing the spheromak axis would show the plasma as two adjacent island structures. The instability affects the entire spheromak plasma shape, and appears as a relative displacement or 'tilt' of these cross-sectional islands. The same instability persists in a configuration where two antiparallel current channels exist Fig. 9 The basic out-of-plane current evolution in a tilt unstable scenario of two adjacent magnetic islands. The islands repel and rotate away from each other. The background field is uniform and vertical (along y) in this setup.
next to each other, so the axisymmetry of the spheromak can be replaced by two infinitely extended, parallel current-carrying cylinders. In that setup, it becomes representative for solar active region situations where two helical field bundles share the same overall orientation from a negative to a positive polarity magnetic field region, but have opposite helicities.
The purely planar, 2D setup from [64] is shown in Fig. 9 , where the greyscale plots correspond to the out-of-plane current component (black and white indicating their antiparallel nature). The configuration starts from an exact ideal MHD equilibrium and the tilt instability proceeds to rotate and separate the two current systems. There is a background external constraining field in the vertical direction of these figures (note there is no gravity here): separating motions between the antiparallel current systems are constrained horizontally, but not vertically. Further in the nonlinear regime, strong localised, thinning current sheets develop along both repelling current channels, and tearing type reconnection events cause additional small-scale islands to appear. In between both separating current systems, turbulent interchange activity is seen. In [37] , 2.5D realisations were investigated, which turn the purely planar (x, y) case in a 3D setup where two helical flux ropes exist side by side. As long as the added axial B z component can not bend -which is enforced when 2.5D assumptions (i.e. ∂/∂z = 0) are adopted -there is little difference in growth rate for the tilt phenomenon, over a wide range of plasma-β: this was demonstrated for β values ranging from order 10 down to order 0.1. These quoted beta values represent internal averages over both flux ropes, and their surrounding coronal beta values then become order 1 down to 0.05, approximately. What makes the tilt instability very relevant for flare related physics, is that it automatically generates singular current channels, that break up through tearing mode activity. This provides the needed conditions for particle acceleration, as will be discussed further on. The maximal current amplitude demonstrates a pronounced phase of exponential growth, and this makes the tilt evolution a challenging testcase for computational approaches, and ideally suited for grid-adaptive and/or order-adaptive simulations [43, 37] . Fig. 10 Tilt-kink evolutions in a system of two flux ropes with repelling currents. The resistive MHD simulation is translated to a synthetic EUV view, from [37] .
In full 3D, there is an interplay between the tendency for each twisted flux rope to be liable to kink instability, while the repelling nature of antiparallel currents drives tilt deformations. The liability to kinks still relates to the internal twist or q(r) profile, and thus increasing B z will ultimately act as stabilizing for kinks. In [37] , we found that indeed the kink deformation happens in both flux tubes, as long as the Kruskal-Shafranov condition is violated (no line-tying conditions were exploited), while one always observes the typical tilt scenario of rotation-separation. Taking the axial B z strong enough to render both tubes kink-stable would also prevent the tilt evolution to set in, although this conclusion may well be influenced by the combination of box size with wavelength of the imposed perturbation. A typical scenario, where the MHD result is translated to a virtual AIA 193Å view is shown in Fig. 10 . In the first stage, the two nearby current loops would be seen to swirl around each other, while separating (left panel). Later on, when also kink instability is possible, significant fine structure would be observed in each flux rope, due to the helical deformations of both ropes (right panel).
Particle acceleration

Particle acceleration in kink unstable flux ropes
The various MHD instabilities driving eruptions are accompanied by reconnection and heating events, which can potentially explain emissions in high energy (soft -SXR -and hard X-ray -HXR) wavebands, including those from nonthermal particle populations. In [62] , MHD simulations of kink-unstable flux ropes, in fully stratified, curved configurations were conducted, along with test particle computations. Synthetic hard X-ray bremsstrahlung was synthesized, next to SXR thermal continuum views. It was pointed out that SXR emission features, usually loosely interpreted as outlining magnetic fields, misleadingly show different twist angles from the true magnetic field configuration. The study focused on confined, single loop evolutions, but incorporated all important non-adiabatic effects like anisotropic thermal conduction, realising a complete chromosphere-transition region-corona stratification. The HXR emission was found to be preferentially at the loop foot points, and the synthetic light curves for SXR and HXR emission recovered observed tendencies.
Particle acceleration in tilt-kink evolutions
The tilt-kink scenario for solar flare particle acceleration aspects has also been investigated using the test particle approach, starting from 2.5D MHD simulations in [66] and from 3D MHD scenarios in [67] . [66] used a variation of the two-island (i.e., two flux rope) equilibrium setup from [37] , to ensure force-free conditions throughout each flux rope. With that modification, the magnetic field is purely poloidal external to both ropes, and rope-averaged plasma-β values down to 0.04 could be explored. Exploiting adaptive mesh refinement, 2D simulations with effective resolutions up to 4800 2 were feasible, and resistive effects due to a resistivity parameter η of order 10 −4 are fully resolved.
In those detailed 2D MHD evolutions, charged particle populations of size 200000 were then subjected to the guiding centre approximation (GCA), employing a fully relativistic description. Figure 11 shows an MHD snapshot at left, where representative proton trajectories are illustrated. The background colour scale shows the parallel electric field, responsible for (too) efficient magnetic field-aligned acceleration, even though this particular case used an anomalous resistivity prescription to suppress the artificial acceleration within both current channels due to the 2.5D assumptions (as found in similar stud- Fig. 12 The temporal evolution of the energy distribution function for 20000 electrons, accelerated in a 3D tilt-kink scenario. A clear power law tail of non-thermal particles develops. From [67] .
ies of 2D reconnection evolutions by [90] ). The particle trajectories shown are for particles that occasionally encounter the local reconnection sites. At right, the evolution of the Lorentz factor for such non-thermal protons is illustrated. There, two classes of energized particles are seen: those whose acceleration is still unbounded by parallel electric fields (with γ(t) ∝ t), and those showing fluctuating accelerations, repeatedly cycling through the reconnection regions.
The same GCA approach was further adopted for full 3D tilt-kink evolutions [67] . To mitigate the indefinite acceleration when particles stay within the current channels, a thermal bath procedure was invoked: each time a particle cycles through the entire rope structure and encounters the periodic boundary, a thermal particle was injected at the opposing side. Careful analysis of particle trajectories identified distinct possibilities for particles to be expelled from the current channels, due to the magnetic deformations resulting from the tilt-kink. In terms of the evolving energy distribution, a representative case for 20000 electrons is shown in Fig. 12 . The original thermal population (black dashed line) evolves with time as indicated by the colour legend: a clear power law tail develops. This case used a resistivity for the particle dynamics that is much lower than the η MHD = 10 −4 used in the resistive MHD simulation. As there is no feedback of the particles to the electromagnetic fields, one can indeed use a different, more realistic (i.e. lower) resistivity in Ohm's law to quantify the parallel electric field for particle evolution, and hence get closer to true coronal conditions. The computation from Fig. 12 also used the thermal bath technique to avoid unrealistic non-thermal tails to develop. This thermal bath approach at the same time accounts for the finite length conditions of line-tied loops, where energetic particles would be lost due to collisions with more dense chromospheric material. In the case shown in Fig. 12 , the flux rope length adopted is 60 Mm, or about 0.086 R , and we get electron energies up to 4 MeV. Doubling the flux rope length effectively doubles the maximum at- Fig. 13 Island coalescence simulations from [65] . Shown is the out of plane current component for three representative runs: one where no perturbation is applied and hence the ideal equilibrium maintains its neighbouring island structure (left), and two where a small perturbation initiates the coalescence process (middle and right panel). Both latter simulations are in the far nonlinear regime where the central current sheet is fully resolved. That the rightmost case has tearing occuring in the central current sheet is fully consistent with its lower resistivity value of η = 5 × 10 −5 .
tainable energy. For protons, energies up to 1 GeV could be explained by the tilt-kink and associated reconnection dynamics.
Coalescence studies
Closely related to the tilt instability is the coalescence process, where parallel current systems attract. This process is frequently studied in 2D (or 2.5D) setups [8] and appears naturally when a (reconnecting) current sheet forms multiple islands (e.g. by tearing), which then coalesce. Several force-free MHD equilibria that consist of neighbouring flux tubes can likewise access a lower energy state configuration [50] by coalescing parallel current channels. The resulting lower energy state shows pronounced current sheets. This is also a linear ideal MHD instability, but ultimately the reconnection within the current layers is expected to play a prominent role. In [50] , the configuration used a checkerboard cross-sectional pattern of parallel and antiparallel current systems, and the combination of antiparallel repelling islands and parallel attracting flux systems was then analysed in a periodic 2D setup. In a 3D variant of this force-free setup, the effects of line-tying were incorporated in (resistive) zero-β simulations [51] . Again, current layers develop naturally between similar helicity, attracting flux tubes. In what follows, we discuss related findings from recent numerical simulations, where present model efforts can attain more realistic magnetic Reynolds numbers, or even incorporate full kinetic aspects of the reconnection process. Figure 13 shows the result of three different (actually, special relativistic) resistive 2.5D MHD evolutions, which start off from a pair of force-free cylindrical flux ropes [65] . All three panels show the instantaneous out-of-plane current density magnitude, and the leftmost one is virtually identical to the initial condition employed. A Lundquist-type force-free configuration [52] realises a zero total current within each flux rope, by making a nested parallel-antiparallel current system: the current magnitude is seen to vanish not only outside each flux rope, but also on a specific radius for each rope (the out-of-plane magnetic field component does not change sign). This configuration of two adjacent flux ropes represents an MHD equilibrium. The leftmost panel confirms this: it represents a snapshot of an unperturbed simulation, which manages to maintain the adjacent flux rope structure. The right two panels are snapshots from initially perturbed cases, in the far nonlinear evolution of coalescence. Those two cases differ only in the value of the resistivity parameter: the middle case uses η = 10 −4 , while the rightmost case has η = 5 × 10 −5 . It is seen that the coalescing flux ropes develop extremely narrow current sheets in between, and a threshold for the resistivity (or the Lundquist number) exists below which this sheet itself can become tearing unstable and develop island structures. This is indeed happening in the rightmost case shown in Fig. 13 . These islands themselves can coalesce as well, and may dynamically get ejected out of the current sheet to enhance turbulent structure seen around the merged flux ropes. The results from [65] focused on varying the plasma-beta (between 0.01 and 1) and magnetization parameters, the latter being of specific interest for relativistic reconnection regimes. For solar contexts, it is noteworthy to recall that extreme effective resolutions (on the order of 8000 2 or 16000 2 ) were needed to justifiably claim numerically resolving the high magnetic Reynolds (or Lundquist) number regime. This also means that actual 3D simulations should exploit adaptive mesh refinement, or alternatively make use of spectral methods, to fully probe the reconnection process. The link between this ideal MHD coalescence process, and the merge scenario advocated in [45] for colliding flux tubes is at present poorly understood. In the same spirit, the combined effects of line-tying, flux rope curvature, and full thermodynamic effects in resistive MHD settings is a challenge for future simulations of interacting current systems.
Island coalescence
Coupled MHD-kinetic approaches
All studies discussed thus far employed pure MHD viewpoints on the solar coronal dynamics, but it is well known that the details of reconnection need a proper kinetic treatment to capture not only the scale separations associated with electron-ion dynamics, but also the intricate details of velocity phase space behaviour. An important step forward combines the merits of both MHD and kinetic approaches by establishing an embedded region within a larger scale MHD domain, which is treated with a particle in cell (PIC) simulation. The 'Coupled MHD And PIC' or CMAP approach was demonstrated on a variety of 2D test problems in [53] , refining on earlier efforts by [13] , where a similar two-way coupling of MHD and embedded PIC was termed MHD-EPIC. In a follow-up application, [54] investigated the coalescence process for a 2.5D setup, but where the initial magnetic field perpendicular to the simulated plane vanishes. Two magnetic islands are initially about 60 ion skin depths (d i ) apart from one another, but the coalescence process brings them closer together. Figure 14 shows the central area of a simulation which has an MHD domain of size 120d i × 120d i . Using a static adaptive mesh, this central area is covered by the finest MHD grid level, and within this grid, an area of size 48d i × 48d i has been initiated from the MHD with a PIC region (the central black square on both panels of Fig. 14) . The CMAP approach manages a smooth transition between both representations across this coupling interface, which was improved from earlier works by means of a heuristic mixing of the MHD with the kinetic result using a weighted averaging. Shown are the pressure (right) and out of plane magnetic field component (left). The latter vanishes in a pure MHD setup, as the typical quadrupolar pattern is only realised as soon as Hall effects are incorporated, but here it is properly recovered in the CMAP model. The central region dynamics in the CMAP simulation was found to be very close to a reference simulation where the entire domain was treated with PIC. This could be quantified, by means of the obtained reconnection rate agreement. The true power of the CMAP approach is that it can handle much larger domain sizes than a PIC approach, and this was shown in coalescence studies of island structures covering 480d i ×480d i . Indeed, full PIC treatments of 2D coalescing setups [15] begin to identify the various processes that play a role in particle acceleration and energization, and this in box sizes of 25−100d i .
Coalescing current systems: a novel cartoon view inspired by observations
While the previously mentioned theoretical studies of coalescing flux tubes highlight the need for a proper treatment of the different dynamical scales (fluid to kinetic) involved, a recent observation of a coronal mass ejection [23] has been interpreted as forming a leading flux rope during its eruption process, continuously fed by mini flux ropes seen as plasmoids. This challenges the usual view of a pre-existing, MHD unstable flux rope according to the standard solar flare model. This particular event seemingly forms out of a slowly rising, upwardly extending current sheet, which fragments in multiple plasmoids with observed widths of 2 arseconds. Its later evolution is consistent with coalescing plasmoid behavior, and highlighted how a flux rope can be formed during eruption, in an intrinsically cross-scale manner.
Outlook
Ideal MHD instabilities that are responsible for much of the flux rope dynamics seen in the solar corona can be current-driven kink instability, the strapping field associated torus instability, or in the case of interacting flux ropes, the tilt, tilt-kink as well as coalescence instability. Most likely, mixtures of these and other MHD modes (such as of interchange type) cooperate to drive topological reconfigurations, and initiate eruptions. Reconnection details start to be resolved with unprecedented detail, revealing multiple interacting islands or substructure flux ropes within the current sheets underneath eruptions. These fine-scale details may well be confirmed by present and forthcoming solar observatories and space missions. The idealized setups for tilt-kink or coalescing flux tubes discussed must progress to setups inspired by observations, which do involve line-tying, and the details of how the ambient field that straps (single or multiple) current loops behave when reconnection occurs. Current model efforts to interpret flux rope activity vary in scope: some use vector magnetic field info to provide nonlinear force-free field (NLFFF) extrapolations to quantify stability tresholds, others take into account thermodynamic variations in fully compressible MHD studies. The latter efforts started to go beyond pure MHD effects, by studying particle acceleration aspects, or using coupled MHD and kinetic physics. The way forward will be to exploit all models in some data-driven way. As a promising example, NLFFF modeling of the source region of a complex CME [4] , not fully fitting the single flux rope scenario when observed further out in the heliosphere, found evidence for a multi-flux-rope system acting as its source region, characterized by reconnection and plasma flaring. A challenge for future (multi-scale) modeling efforts, is to use such NLFFF quantifications of multi-rope systems as initial conditions for full MHD evolutions.
In order to properly simulate the high magnetic Reynolds number regime, or accommodate for collisionless effects through coupled MHD-PIC simulations, modern open source software frameworks like MPI-AMRVAC [86, 63, 36] provide useful input to the scientific community. Indeed, several of our example applications [85, 88, 89, 57, 37, 67, 65, 54] made use of MPI-AMRVAC. This framework can combine NLFFF quantifications [27, 25] with follow-up MHD evolutions, and starts to exploit data driven boundary prescriptions [26] . Its flexible design can directly contrast zero-β with finite-β models, up to nonadiabatic MHD evolutions in stratified conditions, and thereby enhance our understanding of coronal eruptions.
